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Hit the Ground Running: Ten Ideas 
for Preparing and Supporting Urban 
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Sharon Frost, Amy Correa, Jodi Dodds Kinner

How do you support change in a district with 
over 600 elementary schools? This is the tough 
question that led the Chicago Public Schools 

(CPS) to undertake a bold and innovative initiative. 
In 2001, collaborating with The Chicago Community 
Trust, a major philanthropic organization, CPS began 
to build partnerships with local universities, both 
public and private, to develop systemic approaches 
to literacy improvement for low-performing schools 
in a multiethnic system with over 75% of the students 
eligible for free or reduced-cost lunch (Advanced 
Reading Development Demonstration Project, 2008).

Building on our university’s nearly half-century 
of institutional work in preparing reading specialists, 
coaches, and other curriculum leaders, the Literacy 
Partners team of National-Louis University’s National 
College of Education  undertook a research and 
professional development project of which a central 
aspect was the preparation of reading coaches for 
urban schools. This was in response to requirements 
of the No Child Left Behind Act (U.S. Department of 
Education, n.d.) to increase the pool of highly quali-
fied reading educators as well as a response to our re-
search that coaches can make a difference in urban 
school literacy performance (Blachowicz, Obrochta, 
& Fogelberg, 2005).

We were asked to “hit the ground running,” starting 
with 10 low-performing schools of which three were an 

even mix of African American and Hispanic students, 
five were primarily comprised of Hispanic students, 
and two were primarily comprised of African American  
students. In all but two schools, more than 92% of their 
students were eligible for free or reduced-cost lunch. 
Our team was made up of 10 professionals who were 
excellent teachers who volunteered and were approved 
by their principals to participate in on-the-job training 
as reading coaches for primary classrooms.

In the second year, we added eight more dedicat-
ed CPS educators for the upper grades, for a total of 
18 coaches-in-training (teachers who would work as 
literacy leaders in the school as they were being pre-
pared to meet the International Reading Association 
(IRA) standards for reading specialists [IRA, 2003]). 
Together these literacy leaders each worked with a to-
tal of  between 500 and 800 teachers per year; we un-
dertook a multiyear journey with them that resulted 
in a set of low-performing schools doubling the state 
gains in reading (DeStefano, Hanson, & Kallemeyn, 
2005) and exceeding the average gains of the system 
(see Table 1).

The Importance of Coaches
Our yearly data collection included interviewing our 
participating school principals, coaches-in-training 
(those teachers who were functioning in a leadership 
role while they completed a credentialing program), 
district leaders, and teachers about the changes they 
observed in their schools and the impact of the pres-
ence and work of a trained coach-in-training. The 
coach’s effect on the instruction and infrastructure of 
the school emerged as one of the top three influences 
for change cited by all participants, even in the first 

By using these 10 strategies, teachers 
and administrators can effectively 
prepare and support new literacy 
coaches to work in urban environments.
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year of the project. One principal noted, “Even though 
I work hard to be an instructional leader, it’s impos-
sible for me to do everything needed. My coach is es-
sential to my teachers...and to me.” This was echoed 
by a teacher in another school who said, “I’m so re-
lieved to have someone to help me. Reading is so im-
portant and she [the literacy coach] is like a lifeline to 
me. She’s not there to evaluate me and tell me what I 
am doing wrong—she is there to help me do right!”

Along with our own research data, an indepen-
dent evaluation also indicated that schools partici-
pating in the project increased significantly in their 
willingness to consult and work with a school literacy 
coach, improved in their awareness of best literacy 
practices, and were more likely to participate in col-
laborative activities within the school (DeStefano et 
al., 2005). In an earlier study of urban reading spe-
cialists, Tatum (2004) noted that there were many les-
sons still to be learned about coaching in an urban 
environment, hoping that these lessons would be 
shared by those actually in the trenches. Though our 
work has given us many insights, we feel these 10 are 
essential to our effort to effectively prepare and sup-
port new coaches to work in urban environments.

1. Build a Strong, Communal 
Knowledge Base
Based on research from the National Reading Panel 
(National Institute of Child Health and Human 

Development, 2000) and other best practice re-
search, both content and pedagogical, one of the 
most important issues is updating the knowledge 
base of each coach-in-training. Our state, Illinois, 
only requires one course in reading for basic teacher 
certification, so many teachers and coaches came to 
their positions with little formal conceptual knowl-
edge or shared instructional frameworks. All of the 
partnering universities in this project are known for 
their high-quality programs, which meet the exact-
ing standards of IRA (2003) and related accrediting 
bodies.

What we found was that two tweaks made knowl-
edge building more relevant to the urban audience. 
The first was situating the professional development 
in the schools. This connected the faculty physically 
and emotionally to the context in which the coaches 
and teachers worked and also to the students they 
taught—in our case, primarily African Americans 
and Hispanics. Further, we met not only the princi-
pals, who were also engaged in this endeavor, but 
also the teachers, students, office managers, cafete-
ria ladies, and building engineers—all of the VIPs of 
the school world. We held our classes and profes-
sional development sessions in libraries, staff rooms, 
and auditoriums, so we were immersed in the school 
settings. In this way, we came to understand the as-
sets and problems of each site and know not only the 
community of coaches but also the wider communi-
ties of the school, area, and district.

Table 1
School Gains of National-Louis University (NLU) Literacy Partners Schools on Illinois Standards Assessment 
Test 2002–2005 Compared to Matched Nonparticipant Schools

2002 2003 2004 2005 Gain

Grade 3

   NLU Literacy Partners 44.5 45.8 50.1 54.8 10.3

   Nonparticipant schools 38.1 39.6 44.1 44.2 6.0

Grade 5

   NLU Literacy Partners 37.8 38.5 45.1 50.4 12.7

   Nonparticipant schools 39.0 40.7 43.3 41.1 2.1

Grade 8

   NLU Literacy Partners 50.7 47.3 60.0 61.0 10.3

   Nonparticipant schools 56.2 52.1 55.4 59.8 3.8
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knowledge and practice base, we worked collab-
oratively with them over a period of many months 
to envision that curriculum as doable and to create 
the enacted curriculum. The coaches’ and teachers’ 
focus was on deciding what the enacted framework 
would look like in their school environment, what 
they would actually see in a classroom where best 
practices prevailed, and what materials and resourc-
es the teachers would need. At this point, we also 
developed a literacy framework with specific teach-
ing priorities, activities, and resources provided. 
This was done over time and by grade designations, 
which provided a focus for teamwork with teachers 
in the schools and resulted in curriculum guides that 
brought the framework to life (see Figures 1–3).

3. Emphasize Culturally Relevant 
Instruction and Resources
Because the work was so site specific and in diverse 
schools, the issues of cultural relevance were fore-
grounded in all of the professional development, 
consistent with the work of Tatum (2004) and oth-
ers (Brozo & Hargis, 2003). Studying multicultural 
literature and instructional materials was a part of 
the professional development curriculum, and the 
ordering of materials became a great exercise and 
vehicle for examining the resources at the school 
and stimulating conversations about appropriate-
ness. Each school, as a part of their agreed-upon 
participation, set aside a budget for materials to sup-
port the project. Coaches led ordering teams within 
and across schools, surveyed and critiqued materi-
als, and because budgets were limited, set up book 
rooms and shared collections of support resources, 
such as games and videos. This provided the coach-
es not only with ideas for structuring the integration 
of these materials with the curriculum guides but 
also with the resources to work on culturally relevant 
instruction.

These well-chosen, culturally appropriate ma-
terials, coupled with a consistent curricular frame-
work, allowed the teachers to implement a culturally 
responsive curriculum more easily. The ordering 
process was an example of a gradual release of re-
sponsibility from facilitator to coach to teacher. The 
university facilitators originally took a leadership 
role, but it declined quickly as coaches developed a 
structure for judging materials and budgets as well as 
for working with teachers.

This laid the groundwork for the second tweak: 
site embedding of the practices being examined, 
tried out, and reflected upon by members of each 
school community. In these professional experienc-
es, the knowledge-building professional development 
sessions also included a team of teachers from each 
of the participating schools. These insights were col-
lected and organized into the Literacy Partners CPS 
literacy framework, which was constructed over the 
first two years and is discussed in the next section. 
Coaches and their cooperating teachers also took 
us to their classrooms to show their work, and each 
class session focused on site-specific implementa-
tion. Nothing was detached; everything became rel-
evant and connected.

This communal approach also meant that the 
ideas and strategies being explored naturally flowed 
back to each school, where they were discussed, 
coplanned, and tried out during the time between 
sessions, so that the ideas flourished in each school. 
Also, the learners began teaming and sharing their 
ideas and formed the first small learning communi-
ties in the schools. Escaping the silos of individual 
classrooms and beginning to make the work of 
teachers and coaches public is often very difficult 
in large urban systems where the safest tendency is 
sometimes to focus on one’s own work. This commu-
nal, context-embedded, and site-situated approach 
brought coaches-in-training, teachers, and admin-
istrators together and started to build a culture of 
sharing and making one’s work public, which is so 
important for a learning community.

2. Collaborate to Make the 
Curriculum Visible in New Ways
We were lucky to have the establishment of the 
Chicago Reading Initiative precede our work. This ini-
tiative (CPS, n.d.) proposed a balanced approach to 
curriculum and mandated sufficient time for this cur-
riculum to be implemented across the grades. This al-
lowed us to work with the strengths that were already 
visible and build on them, rather than starting from 
some ideal end point that would make connecting 
with current practice difficult. What our coaches and 
teachers didn’t have, however, was a link connecting 
the theoretical principles to the enacted curriculum; 
guidelines for practice were also missing.

In our professional development classes and 
sessions, as the coaches and teachers built their 
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indicating improving literacy instruction emerged 
across all schools and all participating projects 
(DeStefano et al., 2005).

We used these indicators, along with other work 
on the role of reading coaches, to construct an over-
view of the coach’s role. For example, if an indicator 
of a school open to continuous improvement was an 
effective infrastructure for decision making about in-
struction, then we asked, What was the coach’s role 
in assisting in the development and maintenence of 
this infrastructure? The literature on coaching and 
coaching roles noted above helped us separate the 
indicators into three areas (see Figure 4):

4. Help Coaches-in-Training Define 
Their Roles Over Time
Cassidy and Cassidy (2005) noted that literacy coach-
ing has become a hot topic, and much of the litera-
ture that contributed to the timeliness of this topic 
has revolved around defining the coach’s role (Bean, 
Cassidy, Grumet, Shelton, & Wallis, 2002; Frost, Buhle, 
& Blachowicz, 2009; IRA, 2003; Quatroche, Bean, & 
Hamilton, 2001). Our model of the coach’s role devel-
oped from the partners’ collaborative multiyear effort 
to tease out the indicators of improving literacy in 
lower quartile, multicultural, urban schools. Over the 
course of the project, dimensions of school practice 

Figure 1
K–1 Literacy Curriculum Guide
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practices that produced the desired results. One of our 
strategies was to have our coaches-in-training periodi-
cally use a pie chart to describe the work they did that 
week. This helped them analyze their own work and 
helped us move them toward a balanced role.

We defined the balanced role as (1) working with 
teachers, (2) working with students, (3) working with 
other educational personnel (e.g., the principal, col-
leagues from outside the school district, and parents), 
(4) doing work related to their role (e.g., monitoring 
grants materials and attending meetings), and (5) oth-
er activities (e.g., lunch duty). Their goal was to make 
the first two items be at least 80% of their role and the 

n  Instruction and the curriculum that organizes 
that instruction

n Professional development

n  The development and maintenance of an infra-
structure for continuous improvement and the 
development of a learning community

Over the course of the project, we worked with 
the coaches to organize our learning about the role 
by starting with the instructional outcomes they de-
sired, matching that to the role of the coach, helping 
them marshal the essential knowledge they needed 
to carry out the role, and then field testing coaching 

Figure 2
2–3 Literacy Curriculum Guide
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and provide solutions when roles became unbal-
anced or challenged by difficult problems.

One of our greatest discoveries was the importance 
of the coach’s role in helping to develop, support, and 
maintain a literacy infrastructure in the school, which 
allowed growth to take place. More traditional role de-
scriptions have emphasized the role of the coach with 
the individual classroom teacher or as a professional 
developer of content and practice knowledge for staff. 
In the low-performing schools with which we worked, 
few, if any, had literacy committees, and some did not 
even have grade-level teams. If a literacy committee 
existed, it often consisted of the principal and one 

latter items 20% or less. It was important that coaches 
retain contact with children, with our preferred meth-
od of working in a push-in process in collaboration 
with teachers. This helps the coaches keep their skills 
sharp, serve as a model for others, and gain or retain 
the confidence of teachers, who see the coaches work-
ing alongside the teachers with the school’s students. 
As the role was honed, we also helped the coaches 
communicate the role dimensions to their administra-
tors and make themselves visible to teachers with a 
weekly schedule for all to see. Coaches shared their 
schedules and pie charts with us on a regular basis, 
so we could see how their roles changed and evolved 

Figure 3
4–8 Literacy Curriculum Guide
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everything—at once! Developing a model for goal 
setting with coaches is critical if they are to take the 
knowledge they built and tie it to regular practices 
that matched what teachers were expected to do. 
Once the curriculum was in place, we helped our 
coaches use it for needs analysis and goal setting.

Besides understanding and specifying their role 
components, we wanted to help our coaches set 
goals and understand the knowledge and practice 
base relevant to their role and the observable chang-
es they should watch for. Many of them were making 
the transition from being a teacher with personal ex-
cellence to becoming a coach and supporter of other 

knowledgeable teacher. Working with the principals 
and teachers to create school literacy teams (SLTs) 
as well as supporting grade-level teams in literacy 
problem solving were cited most frequently in all 
interviews, surveys, and logs as contributing to the 
building of a learning community in our schools and 
as contributing to school literacy improvement.

5. Support Coaches in Developing a 
Model for Goal Setting and Coaching 
Cycles
One of the biggest pitfalls for a developing coach is 
being asked to do everything—and wanting to do 

Figure 4
Coach’s Role
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n  Developing craft knowledge (“I know how to do 
guided reading with students, and now I have to 
figure out how I can help others do this.”)

n  Developing differentiation ability based on the 
needs of the stakeholders (“Some teachers have 
the process down but not the materials. Others 
are good at selecting the materials but don’t use 
them most effectively. I have to work differently 
with those two groups.”)

Awareness of these phases led us to analyze the in-
terviews and journals of the coaches-in-training to 
find the support that proved most essential in each 
category.

One thing we found was that these phases were 
recursive; when a coach began to work in an unfamil-
iar area, the coach often reverted to an earlier phase. 
For this reason, we have used the term phase rather 
than stage. Although a coach may have been able to 
differentiate teacher support in the area of emergent 
writing, for example, the coach may have been at 
the survival or craft phase when she began working 
with middle-grade teachers on math-content reading 
strategies. This helped us differentiate in our work of 
providing support for coaches and also allowed us to 
pair up coaches with different areas of strength.

7. Provide Facilitation That 
Differentiates for Coaches-in-Training
Like the teachers, students, and administrators with 
whom the coaches-in-training worked, they also had 
different profiles. Some had well-developed skills 
for working with colleagues but an underdeveloped 
knowledge base of current literacy practices. Other 
coaches-in-training had superb knowledge bases 
without experience working outside their own class-
rooms. Still other coaches-in-training were gifted in 
working with parents and administrators but had not 
developed curricular knowledge and philosophies.

Essential to our process is helping the coach 
integrate a strong knowledge and practice base. 
Developing the knowledge base is actually the easi-
est to do, and doing it within a site-specific context 
makes the learning more durable. Our coaches-in-
training became literacy partner scholars and par-
ticipated in graduate study reflecting IRA’s standards 
for the reading specialist (2003). The difference here 
was that the instructors for the courses also acted as 
school facilitators for the coaches, along with other 

adult learners. So we did goal setting with our coach-
es, using four guiding questions that were based on 
the coaches’ analyses of school needs:

1. What outcomes do you want to focus on?

2.  What is your role in achieving those outcomes?

3.  What knowledge is essential to perform your 
coaching role?

4.  Given this essential knowledge, which instruc-
tional, professional development, and infra-
structure practices will you support?

The result of this chunking and integration 
helped us use our model of the coach’s role and re-
sponsibilities to select foci for coaching cycles. For 
example, the understanding and implementing of 
guided reading was one coaching cycle that many of 
our coaches used. Over the period of a quarter, they 
enlisted teachers who saw this practice as a need 
and planned a series of professional development 
and classroom support sessions with this focus. The 
goal analysis helped the coaches select what to focus 
on, when, and for how long. At the end of this time 
frame, the coaches and teachers re-evaluated and 
continued with this goal or added another focus for 
coaching. As Tatum (2004) so cogently described, ur-
ban schools have special dimensions and demands 
for the literacy coach. So we had to consider how to 
use this role definition with developing urban coach-
es, and to do that, we needed to look more closely at 
their development.

6. Build Understanding That 
Development as a Coach Has 
Recursive Phases
Our intimate weekly contact with our coaches and 
our reading of their journals helped us understand 
their phases in development and something about the 
coaches’ natures. These shifts were parallel to those 
observed in the development of coaches trained in 
more traditional settings (Blachowicz et al., 1999):

n  Survival (“I don’t really know what I’m doing and 
have to organize a plan to work while I figure 
this out.” “I feel like I am starting over with ev-
erything every day!” “I don’t know enough about 
guided reading to help someone else do it.”)
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prototypes of professional development with the fa-
cilitator as a copresenter. At the craft development 
phase, facilitators helped with goal setting and deal-
ing with resistant teachers and acted as a planning 
support during the coach-presented professional 
development. When the coaches began to focus on 
differentiation, the facilitator focused on building a 
repertoire of ways to achieve similar goals, so that ev-
ery teacher was not expected to work the same way. 
This required special attention to listening to teachers 
and to focusing on the importance of student learn-
ing rather than teacher change.

The facilitators also became conscious of the par-
ticular school cultures and the dynamics within the 
various school buildings. Some had new principals, 
some were experiencing change in teachers, and oth-
ers had new coaches who needed to be supported 
in establishing themselves as part of the school staff. 
With the intense pressures to improve reading test 
scores, school literacy teams reflected tensions and 
demands. The need to be savvy and careful in es-
tablishing working relationships also highlighted the 
power of the facilitator’s weekly on-site school visit.

The university facilitators needed to be aware of 
the differences in the coaches they supported and be 
willing to approach them as individuals. Focusing on 
the idea that “change begins at home,” professional 
development was site-situated and used to develop 
a shared knowledge and practice base, assessment-
informed instruction, and problem solving and work 
sharing in professional communities. The facilitator’s 
role, along with the supports mentioned above, was 
to work collaboratively with the coaches-in-training 
to align their roles with best practices, build the 
coaches-in-training’s sense of the school curriculum, 
and understand their own phases of development 
and those of their teachers. While sometimes model-
ing how to work directly with teachers, the univer-
sity facilitators’ focus and goal were to support the 
coaches, so they could support the teachers.

8. Design Methods for Coaches to 
Build Teams Around Student Data  
and Shared Inquiry
As educators who prepare literacy coaches, we know 
the importance of student data and shared inquiry 
to our work (Bean, 2004; Paratore & McCormack, 
2007). For many reasons, assessment and conver-
sations around student data are keys to effective 

facilitators who were both master coaches, university 
faculty, and experienced district educators. The in-
structors were intimately connected to the schools, 
and all assignments and experiences were shared, 
discussed, critiqued, and perfected in the cohort 
study time. The facilitators also emphasized and 
helped with the design of coaching cycles, which 
were topically organized to keep the coaches-in-
training from taking on too much at once.

At the same time that they were developing their 
own knowledge and practice base, the coaches were 
developing professional development and coach-
ing strategies to try out their ideas and practices 
and share them with other coaches. In some sense, 

this allowed the coaches to take the stance of 
a colearner rather than expert, which made 

the experience more interactive. Essential 
to this process was the support of a fa-

cilitator who acted as support and 
mentor. The facilitators used 

the same gradual release of 
responsibility model (Duke 
& Pearson, 2002) that we 
hoped teachers would use 
with their students.

First, the facilitator dem-
onstrated a presentation or 

coaching process, then the 
coach-in-training and facili-

tator carried out the process 
one or more times together. The 
coach then did the presentation 

or coaching process alone, with 
the facilitator providing feedback. 

Each of these steps involved plan-
ning, problem solving, debriefing, and 

refining, in which the facilitator was an 
essential and more knowledgeable “other.” At 

each developmental level, we found some aspects of 
facilitation that were reported as useful by many of 
the coaches, with a few generic categories of con-
cern. At each phase, the coaches-in-training set goals 
and continued to build their knowledge and prac-
tice base to meet the ever-changing demands of the 
coaches with whom they worked.

At the survival phase, facilitators were most useful 
in helping to set reasonable expectations, construct 
schedules for coaching cycles, design basic com-
munication methods and expectations of working 
with administrators and teachers, and design initial 
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timelines. Although we believe that close observa-
tion, evaluation, and reflection are essential to refin-
ing instruction, a strict, experimental view of fidelity 
of treatment conflicts with the differentiation that we 
know is required in all schools. This is especially true 
in urban schools, where the bands of performance 
are wider than in more homogeneous populations 
and there is more mobility of students.

We encourage our coaches to explore formative 
treatment, based on the model of formative experi-
ment (Reigeluth & Frick, 1999; Reinking & Watkins, 
2000) in which the teacher and coach set goals to-
gether, plan an implementation, and then observe in-
struction and measure progress before deciding on 
the next course of action. This approach is consistent 
with the notion of progress monitoring contained in 
current federal mandates and uses the data explora-
tion model in conjunction with the curriculum frame-
works and goal setting we explored earlier.

This perspective and process also helps coaches 
with their responses to system initiatives. For exam-
ple, when an initiative involving reciprocal teaching 
was proposed, the teachers at one school described 
the current instructional process of PRC2 (Ogle, 
in press) being used in their classrooms, which in-
volved summarizing, questioning, clarifying, and pre-
dicting—the elements of reciprocal teaching. These 
teachers were exempted from the training and imple-
mentation of a second model, because they had one 
that worked.

10. Connect Coaches With the Wider 
Professional Community
Urban systems have lots of work to do and, usually, not 
enough people to do it. Our latest work was situated 
in administrative Area 6 of CPS, which encompasses 
33 schools of great diversity. The area instructional of-
ficer is assisted by two area reading coaches (ARCs). 
These ARCs, in turn, support individual schools and 
carry out staff development across the area.

One part of our work was collaborating with these 
excellent professionals to plan staff development for 
district coaches and teachers who were delegated to 
attend. One of the most gratifying outcomes of the 
newly developed coaches was their support of other 
school coaches in their monthly meetings. These 
meetings transitioned from being directed by central 
office personnel to meetings where coaches, in col-
laboration with the ARCs, presented and shared with 

coaching. First, assessment focuses the work on stu-
dent progress, which takes the pressure off teachers 
who may feel that coaches are there to monitor the 
teachers and binds the teacher and coach together 
in a common cause. Second, instructionally focused 
assessment develops habits of close observation and 
highlights the critical elements of literacy develop-
ment and instruction. This relates all coaching and 
staff development efforts to the framework for student 
learning and teacher instruction. Finally, the exami-
nation of student outcomes is essential to looking at 
the progress of a school improvement project (Vogt 
& Shearer, 2007).

Simple questions, such as those listed below, and 
other questions noted earlier can help focus thought-
ful discussion and move it into action.

n How are we doing?

n What are we doing best?

n What do these assessments measure?

n What are we missing?

n Is this the best we can do?

n Where should we place more emphasis?

n  What do we already do that we can do more 
of?

n  Is there something we can do sooner in the 
year?

n Where can we place less emphasis?

n  What is the most important thing for students to 
be learning now?

The students and their performance are always the 
focus, because everyone, coaches and teachers alike, 
have the common desire to make their students the 
best readers that they can be.

9. Help Coaches Balance Fidelity of 
Treatment With Formative Treatment
Urban schools often experiment with program-
matic innovations that require fidelity of treatment, 
a requirement of scientific investigation to ensure 
that the treatment being studied is appropriately 
implemented. In unenlightened situations, this is 
sometimes applied to schools by having “checkers,” 
armed with checklists, watches, and pencils, observ-
ing in classrooms and insisting on the exact follow-
ing of scripts, page-by-page instructions, and strict 
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n  Which upfront guidelines help make the school–
partner working relationship a good one

n  How such partnerships enrich each of the 
partners

n  What challenges coaches face in helping teach-
ers adjust their instructional practices within the 
time and curriculum constraints they face

n  How incorporating district professionals in uni-
versity initiatives enriches that work

We are exploring and experimenting as we make our 
way through the processes involved in preparing ex-
cellent literacy coaches for urban schools.
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